Abstract. The battery life of Mobile Stations in IEEE 802.16e can be extended substantially by applying the sleep mode mechanism. This paper studies an efficient method to analyze the performance of the power saving class type II for delay sensitive traffic in multiple sleep state. The incoming data frames may join or balk the buffer due to impatience with some probability. We present an M/M/1/N queueing model with balking and multiple vacations in order to exhibit the self-similar property of IEEE 802.16e. We develop a cost function to determine the optimal service rate that minimizes the total expected cost. Various performance indices such as the average number of data frames in the system, the mean waiting time of the data frame in the system, the the average balking rate due to impatience, etc. have been presented. Numerical results are provided to show the influence of various parameters on the behavior of the system. The proposed model provides a tradeoff between the average abandon rate and the power consumption.
Introduction
WiMAX is an emerging broadband wireless technology that fulfills the promise of considerably widening the reach of broadband internet services, with the additional benefit that it gets rid of huge deployment costs. Recently developed IEEE 802.16e systems offer scalability in both radio access technology and network architecture, network delay model for end-to-end VoIP connection. Yue et al. [17] studied a finite buffer Markovian queueing system with balking, reneging and server vacations. Baek and Choi [1] presented a scheme that ensures minimum length for effective power saving, by considering the benefits of sleep modes in both the IEEE 802.16e and IEEE 802.16m. The impact of both downlink and uplink traffic and an analytical model for the sleep mode operation of the IEEE 802.16m has been reported in [2] . The power saving mechanism with binary exponential traffic indications has been presented in Hwang et al. [4] . Hwang et al. [5] attempts to reduce the state transition overhead between the awake and sleep modes, and thus, it enhances the power-saving in the IEEE 802.16e standard. An enhanced power saving class of type III in the IEEE 802.16e network has been studied in [9] . Jin et al. [10] conducted an analytical study on the power consumption in the IEEE 802.16 standard by extending the listening window and adjusting the sleep cycle length. Power saving mechanisms that activate both type I and type II power saving classes have been presented in [13] . The energy consumption reduces by increasing the unavailability interval.
The multiple sleeps in power saving scheme with balking accommodate the real time streaming data more closely in real-life situations. In practice, mobile users become impatient when they do not receive their desired data. Moreover, the delay sensitive real life applications discard their data frames due to excess delay after reaching the MS. This motivated us to study and apply an M/M/1/N queueing system with balking and multiple sleeps in order to implement energy saving scheme efficiently. The main issue is to maximize power saving, while maintaining the required QoS on end-to-end delay and the packet loss for real time streaming data of power saving class type II. Very few analytical attempts have considered the impatience of data frames in mobile WiMAX. In the proposed paper, impatience probability has been derived based on number of frames waiting in the BS buffer.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the description of the system model and its analysis. Performance indices of the system model have been discussed in Section 3. Based on the performance indices, we formulate the total expected cost function to determine the optimal service rate at minimum cost using quadratic fit search method. The performance measures such as the average number of data frames in the system, the mean waiting time of the data frame in the system, the the average balking rate due to impatience, etc. are also elaborated upon in the section. In Section 4, some numerical results are presented to establish the various parameters influence on the behavior of the system. Section 5 concludes the paper.
System Model
The energy consumption and data frame delay are two key components in the design of an efficient power saving mechanism. The system model is developed for the data frames of power saving class type II (Real time traffic) in IEEE 802. Let us consider the finite buffer fed by the downlink data frames at the the base station. The data frames of power saving class type II arrive at the buffer according to Poisson process with arrival rate λ. In WiMAX, the transmission of data frames supports point to multiple mode (PMP), that is, data can be transmitted from one BS to multiple MS. But here we consider the downlink data frames from BS to individual MS. The service time is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ. If MS server is idle, then the data frame on arrival at BS Buffer, will be serviced immediately. Let b n represent the probability with which the incoming data frames decide to join the buffer and let 1 − b n be the probability that they decide to balk, when there are n incoming data frames ahead of them in the system. Further, we assume 0
Here the sleep period is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean 1/φ. The traffic intensity is given by ρ = λ/µ. The data frames are served on a first-come first-served (FCFS) buffer discipline. The inter-arrival times, sleep periods and service times during normal busy period are mutually independent.
Let us assume at steady-state P n,0 , 0 ≤ n ≤ N , be the probability that there are n data frames in the system when server is in sleep mode, and P n,1 , 1 ≤ n ≤ N , be the probability that there are n data frames in the system when server is in awake mode. Using the Markov process, we get the following equations:
Now, the stationary probabilities P n,0 and P n,1 can be derived by using equations (1) -(5) in terms of P N,0 . Solving recursively (2) and (3), we obtain
where
From (1), (4) and (5), we get
Using normalization condition N n=0 P n,0 + N n=1 P n,1 = 1, we get
Performance indices
In this section, we discuss some performance indices of the proposed system. The probability that the system is in a awake mode (P (B)) and the probability that the system is in a sleep mode (P (V )) can be obtained as
The average number of data frames in the system (L s ) and the average number of data frames in the buffer (L q ) are given by
n (P n,0 + P n,1 ) ,
Using Little's rule, we obtain the mean waiting time of the data frame in the system (W s ) and the mean waiting time of the data frame in the buffer (W q ), respectively, as
where data frame loss due to buffer size limitation is P loss = P N,0 + P N,1 and effective data frame arrival rate is λ = λ(1 − P loss ).
As the probability that an incoming data frame balks or drops from the system is 1 − b n , the instantaneous balking rate is λ(1 − b n ). Thus, we can obtain the average balking rate (BR) as
When there are n data frames in the system, the average rate of joining the system (JS) is given by
λb n P n,1 .
Cost function
We develop the expected cost function per slot for the M/M/1/N queue with balking and multiple vacations. Our aim is to determine optimal service rate µ, say µ * in awake mode. By taking into consideration the performance system characteristics, we build a cost function F (µ) to minimize the expected cost per slot. Let us assume the following cost factors: C 1 = Cost incurred per slot for keeping the MS in awake mode. C 2 = Reward of power preservation per slot when the MS is in sleep mode. C 3 = Cost of the average number of data frames in the BS buffer. C 4 = Cost due to balking of data frames from the BS buffer. Using the definitions of cost factors listed above and its corresponding performance system indices, we obtain the expected operating cost per slot as
The computation of derivatives of the expected cost function (9) is very complex. Therefore, the computation of the optimum value of µ is not straightforward. We apply the quadratic fit search method to solve the optimization problem. We assume that C 1 = 45, C 2 = 10, C 3 = 35 and C 4 = 5. Figure 4 depicts the impact of service rate µ on the curve of the cost function. We use the quadratic fit search method [14] to find the optimum value of µ, say µ * . According to the polynomial approximation theory, the unique optimum of the quadratic function agreeing with f (x) at 3-point pattern {x 0 , x 1 , x 2 } occurs at
With the information of Figure 3 , we choose the initial 3 point pattern µ 0 = 6.0, µ 1 = 6.5 and µ 2 = 7.0. Table 1 indicates that the minimum expected operating cost per slot converges to the solution µ * = 6.54528 with a optimal cost F (µ * ) = 211.77754. We assume the stopping tolerance limit as 10 −4 .
Numerical results
In this section, we present the numerical results and discuss the impact of system parameters on the performance indices. It establishes managerial insights on optimal decisions. Tables 2 and 3 present the optimum values of µ along with L q , L s , P (B), P (V ), BR and JS for various values of sleep rate φ and arrival rate λ, respectively. From Table 2 , the decreasing trend is observed in P (V ), L q , L s , BR and F (µ * ) with the increase of sleep period φ. That is, the number of data frames in BS buffer increases with extended sleep period. Furthermore, increasing trend is seen in µ * , P (B) and JS with the increase of sleep period φ. It is observed from Table 3 that P (B), L q , L s , BR, JS and F (µ * ) increase as the arrival rate λ increases. But, decreasing trend is noted in µ * and P (V ) with increase of arrival rate λ. Figure 4 depicts the effect of ρ on the average number of data frames in the buffer (L q ) for various balking functions. We assume the following four cases for the probability
where n is the number of data frames and N is the buffer size of the system. The probability b n is a monotonically decreasing function in the first two cases. The probability b n is an increasing function in the third and fourth cases. It is observed that the average number of data frames in the buffer (L q ) decreases as traffic intensity (ρ) increases. In case (ii), the average rate of balking of data frames in the system is low. Figure 5 shows the data frame loss (P loss ) with the change of buffer size N at various sleep rate φ. The parameters are taken as λ = 3.0 and µ = 4.0. We can see that data frame loss (P loss )) decreases evidently with increasing value of buffer size N . It is also seen that with increase of sleep rate φ, the data frame loss decreases monotonically. Figure 6 illustrates the dependence of balking rate (BR) on the traffic intensity (ρ). We observe that BR decreases as the traffic intensity increases. For a fixed traffic intensity, the balking rate increases as the balking function decreases. Figure 7 shows the impact of traffic intensity (ρ) on the L q and JS for various sleep period (φ). It is seen that as ρ increases the Lq decreases and the average rate of joining the system increases as it should be. For fixed ρ, as the sleep period φ increases the average number of data frames L q decreases and the average rate of joining the system increases. Hence, we can setup a traffic intensity (ρ) and the sleep period (φ) The impact of λ and µ on cost function is shown in Figure 8 . We observe that with the increase of service rate µ, the cost function decreases. Further, with the increase of λ, the cost function increases. Thus, we can infer that the cost function depends on the choice of the service rates µ and data frames arrival rate λ to a greater extent. Figure 9 plots the effect of λ on the mean waiting time in the buffer (W q ) for balking and without balking models. We can see that W q decreases evidently as the incoming traffic increases in both the models. It is easy to see that the balking model is better than the without balking model.
Conclusions
In this paper, we studied a real-time system that can handle impatient traffic in multiple sleep mode of the power saving class type II in the context of IEEE 802.16e standard. Under the proposed model, the incoming data frames may join or balk the buffer due to impatience with some probability. We presented an M/M/1/N queueing model with balking and multiple sleep states in order to analyze the performance of the power saving class type II for delay sensitive traffic. We also developed a cost function to determine the optimal service rate that minimizes the total expected cost. Various performance measures such as the average number of data frames in the system, the average number of data frames in the buffer, the average waiting time of data frames, data frame loss due to buffer size limitation, and the rate of abandonment due to impatience are evaluated. We observed from the numerical results that our proposed multiple sleep state with balking can save more energy with the same throughput and delay. The proposed model provides a tradeoff between the average abandon rate and the power consumption and it may be useful for the design of the power-saving systems under real-time traffics.
